**Living**

**PASTOR CALLS FOR MORE SEX**

A North Texas pastor challenged his congregation Tuesday night to work toward creating a sexual atmosphere. The pastor, of Eden Baptist Church, said God is encouraging all of the married couples in the congregation to have sex every day for a week. The pastor said that will allow couples to develop a strong connection. A married couple and a virgin identify seven positive outcomes.

**Exploration**

**LANDER SILENT: MISSION OVER**

A dustlander that had been on the Martian surface since Oct. 22 has stopped moving. The lander was on a mission to explore the Martian surface and collect data. It had been working on the project for over a month, but now it is no longer active.

**Breaking news on your cell**

Get breaking news on your cell phone, just type the keyword **SOUNDER** to subscribe.

---

**UCF WOMEN PLEDGE FAITH IN GOD, SEEK OFFICIAL COUNCIL — SEE A5**

---

**Double-sided**

Women's soccer makes NCAAs, but volleyball loses on road — SEE SPORTS, A8

---

**Wakesurf livin'**

UCF business student goes from work to play, becomes world champ — SEE NEWS, A2

---

**Man shot in neck in attack**

Victim expected to recover fully — R浜ER HATCHEW

---

**Chicken Soup**

book to wrap up Sunday last day for submissions — CARMEN CARROQUINO

---

**Credit card companies target students**

SEBASTIAN CHURCH

Credit card companies are targeting students with offers of free gifts and rewards. The college is not at all modern in its financial burden. Talloon, Boles, and Boin. From these sharp spires to the everyday fiscal demands of nutrition and personal hygiene, Joe Capra of the college, America, is in dire need of financial resources.

"Young students, when they start college, they need to manage their money and understand the concept of bills," said Summer Baffes, the credit card holder of Americans for Fair Credit. According to the Boston College graduate, credit card companies use a predatory business model to lure customers. College students speak out about the large portions of their credit card bills.

Credit card companies employ "affinity marketing," a strategy that makes the company seem affiliated with particular schools and organizations. One way card issuers accomplish this strategy is by printing a logo on student IDs. As a result, students are more likely to open a credit card account.

In A17's main goal is "to establish fair credit policies and practices." As a col...
Florida Gov. DeSantis — perhaps the most powerful politician in the Sunshine State — will be the guest of honor at an event this evening.

The event will be held at the University of Central Florida's Gifford Alumni Center and is a part of the university's 50th anniversary celebration.

The event will feature a keynote address by DeSantis, who will discuss the state of Florida and his vision for the future.

The event is free and open to the public, and all attendees will receive a copy of DeSantis' book, "A Decade of Growth: The Story of Florida's Economy and How to Build It for the Future."
Transportation moving to carpool, UCF slow to join

Venture Lab helps teaching business

UCF Venture Lab

The Venture Lab is the place to launch an entrepreneur's idea and develop an application that has great potential.

Contact Info

Enterprise Florida Headquarters 1211 Research Park, Suite 211 Orlando, FL 32816

(407) 628-6342

www.ucfVENTURELAB.COM

Prepare for a More Rewarding Career

Remington College of Nursing - Orlando

Prepare for a More Rewarding Career
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Remington College of Nursing - Orlando
France's government is looking to extend economic sanctions against the Islamic militia that the government has accused of responsibility for the hostage crisis in Western Sahara.

The government has already imposed economic sanctions against the Islamic militia led by Mustafa al-Hojaj, who is said to have been responsible for the hostage crisis in Western Sahara.

The government has also announced plans to increase the military presence in Western Sahara in response to the hostage crisis.

The government has also announced plans to increase the military presence in Western Sahara in response to the hostage crisis.

The government has also announced plans to increase the military presence in Western Sahara in response to the hostage crisis.

The government has also announced plans to increase the military presence in Western Sahara in response to the hostage crisis.
CARMEN CARROQUINO

UCF's College of Engineering and Computer Science has been ranked among the top 10 graduate engineering schools for Hispanic students by Hispanic Business magazine.

"Our students, our faculty, and our institution are dedicated to seeing to it that Hispanic students are included in all aspects of scholarship and leadership," said UCF Provost and Vice President Ann Noran.

The magazine ranks Hispanic Business
magazine
magazine.
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Dinosaurs revived on stage

MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

Dinosaurs walk the world again in a live-action performance starting Wednesday at the Amway Arena in downtown Orlando.

"Walking With Dinosaurs The Live Experience" is a $20 million production that began showing in Australia in 2007, based on the 1999 BBC TV series "Walking with Dinosaurs,

The show takes its audience through the lives of 15 dinosaurs that represent 20 species throughout the 200 million years of dinosaurs walking the Earth. "We take the audience on a journey back in time," director Scott Faris said in a press release, "and show them how the dinosaurs might have actually looked in their prime — big, sometimes frightening, sometimes comical monsters — that fought for survival every day of their lives."

The show is not a movie or exhibit but an actual theatrical performance, with each of the dinosaurs made to scale with life-like movement and sound. The dinosaurs move through drivers and puppeteers, with larger ones like the Stegosaurus and Tyrannosaurus not needing one driver and two puppeteers. The smallest dinosaur, a baby T. rex and Utahraptors, is driven and fit five feet in length. Smaller dinosaurs like the baby T. rex and Dilophosaurus are actual dinosaurs and have an internal skeleton.

Video footage of the dinosaurs' creation is available on the show's Web site, www.amwayarena.com, and on YouTube, showing the detail and complexity of the suits and the work put into them. It also demonstrates the way they are driven and controlled by their pilots.

Student members of the ChinaVine team, such as humanities major Megan Peck, were also fully involved in the visit, planning the meals and entertainment and assisting the signing and reception. Seven students even took the five-gigant doing at Universal City-Walk.

With two Memorandums of Understanding existing between the universities, Pan and his delegation discussed moving toward a more formalized exchange program where UCF students would continue to travel to China to document folk art, and where Shandong students would come to UCF for film and other classes in the College of Arts and Humanities.

The product of their collaborative effort, combined with those of fellow partners University of Oregon and Beijing National University, can be seen on their Web site chinavine.org or by visiting their first photo exhibit.

"The exhibit will accomplish several goals," Congdon said. "The first of the students whose work will be displayed will have a chance to show off their talents, as they are exceptional photographers. It also will give others a chance to see how they formed their experience in China, and it will help give ChinaVine more visibility."

The Samuel Brown College of Engineering at UCF will host UCF ChinaVine's first photo exhibit beginning Nov. 17 to coincide with the universities' International Education Week. The exhibit will display the photographic works of four students: Ian Hartman, Ben Ramirez, Yvonn Vladiando and Sharon Weaver.

The exhibit will leave the Honors College on Jan. 3 and travel to the University of Oregon, where it will be on display throughout January. Before being placed in an Orange County Library.

The Bike Auction Has Returned...
required to be brief or take place at UCE for must come from among and over the UCF community, Oliver said.

According to the Alumni Association, the new process, which consists of a written journal entry, a poem, or a letter, will be welcomed by the Alumni Association as well as the UCF community. Oliver said.

With more than 300 stories submitted so far, the UCF Alumni Association is looking for a diverse group of alumni from a diverse group of backgrounds.

---

**Victim not UCF student**

A press release from the UCF Department of Public Safety stated, “We are investigating a death in an unincorporated area of Orange County, Florida.” The release stated that the victim has been identified as a UCF student, but did not provide any further information.

---

**Switch gains points for LEED**

UCF Housekeeping switched to non-hazardous products, according to the UCF Sustainable Services Report. The report also stated that the services are using less electricity and reducing waste.

---

**Donate Plasma!**

The American Red Cross announced that they are in need of plasma donations, especially from individuals who are not regular blood donors. The plasma can be used to save the lives of people with severe medical conditions, including those with blood disorders and those who have been in accidents.

---

**Seniors graduate with $3K debt**

According to a recent study by the National Center for Education Statistics, seniors graduating in the fall of 2021 had an average of $31,800 in student loan debt, an increase of $5,000 from the previous year. The study also found that nearly 60% of seniors had student loan debt.

---

**No entry fee**

Some local communities have implemented policies that allow residents to fish for free, while others have imposed fees or restrictions. In the case of Fantasy Fishing, there is no fee for residents to fish in the lake. For more information, visit www.fantasyfishing.com.

---

**Prepare to be schooled**

The American Red Cross announced that they are in need of plasma donations, especially from individuals who are not regular blood donors. The plasma can be used to save the lives of people with severe medical conditions, including those with blood disorders and those who have been in accidents.
Schedule

UCF Football

MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEMPHIS
TODAY
1:30 PM (AWAY)
The Knights take on the Tigers in the first game of the NCAA Tournament. UCF has never played Memphis, but the Knights are looking to make a statement in their first NCAA Tournament game.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
MIAMI
FRIDAY
6:30 PM (AWAY)
The Knights will look to continue their offensive momentum against the Hurricanes. Miami has struggled defensively, providing an opportunity for UCF to showcase their attack.

Central Florida Future

SPORTS

Women's Volleyball

Knights lose final road game of regular season

Knights lose final road game of regular season

Andrew Kennedy

The UCF Volleyball team fell to East Carolina on the road Tuesday 3-2 (25-13, 14-25, 27-29, 26-24). This loss drops the Knights' overall record to 14-15 and 6-9 in the C-USA conference. But Turner would redeem herself in the third set with one of her eight aces on the next point with one of her eight aces.

Michelle Rosenthal added 28 assists and four blocks. Sophomore Janine Caroli also played well with 11 kills.

Seven attack errors by the Knights fell behind after the first two sets Sunday, but many errors in the third set, UCF would lose the third set, UCF would lose seven of the eight points in the third set.

Caroli and an attack error by Stephanie Turner tied the set at 29, a kill by sophomore Lauren Williams won the match for East Carolina 31-29. 1

After a block by sophomore Lauren Williams tied the set at 29, a kill by senior Amanda Crowell and a block by Brandi would clinch the set for East Carolina 26-20.

Getting the Facts Straight

Women's Soccer

UCF receives berth into NCAA tourney again

Brian Murphy

The UCF Women's Soccer team was one of six teams to receive an at-large berth into the NCAA tournament. The Knights finished with a 10-6-2 record and a 6-2-2 record in Conference USA, one year after their loss in the Conference USA final.

The Knights have now advanced to the NCAA tournament for the seventh time in 26 years of history.

The Knights have won or shared the Conference USA title in each of the past two seasons.

The UCF Women's Soccer team will begin play in its 13th NCAA tournament on Friday against the Miami Hurricanes.
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Knights lose final road game of regular season
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The UCF Women's Soccer team was one of six teams to receive an at-large berth into the NCAA tournament. The Knights finished with a 10-6-2 record and a 6-2-2 record in Conference USA, one year after their loss in the Conference USA final.

The Knights have now advanced to the NCAA tournament for the seventh time in 26 years of history.
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O'Leary, not players or coordinator, to blame

Brian Murphy

Accountability is one of those cliches words in sports. It's not there with the idea of "this team swallowed hard" or "Territorial Lions love," but it's always around.

Two coaches in every sport stress that each of their players is accountable. George O'Leary has a hard-nosed, no-nonsense coach who always has and every player needs to be accountable for themselves and for the team.

So with his offense -- because it is so offensive -- putting up yardage numbers this season it was the only way to put on his offense. What he promises today earlier this season.

O'Leary's team continues to struggle on offense, and as his rotation in running backs loses many questions without answers, O'Leary is still on the offensive coordinator Tim Salton.

During Thursday's press conference prior to the Southern Miss game, O'Leary stressed that he wanted to play all four of his running backs during the game.

O'Leary has been the offensive coordinator for Eastern Michigan University, where he wanted to play all four of his running backs during the game.

O'Leary's offense has struggled throughout the season, but the Knights found the right on offense.

But this past week, as O'Leary's team continues to struggle on offense, and as his rotation in running backs loses many questions without answers, O'Leary is still on the offensive coordinator Tim Salton.

During Thursday's press conference prior to the Southern Miss game, O'Leary stressed that he wanted to play all four of his running backs during the game.

O'Leary's offense has struggled throughout the season, but the Knights found the right on offense.
The Knights defeated the Gators 1-0 earlier this season in all-time against the Hurricanes, in the third set posting a mark of 14 kills in the set.

Brandan Marshal (Denver)

Marshal had a good Thursday night, during his game versus Cleveland, but one action in which he was not as important to the Bronco victory. Point six of this 196 reception. Marshal and Stanton finished the set up by converging. branded Denver within 23, and the second making it 23-13 with the season with multiple tackles.

Adele Gabriel (Green Bay)

In his second game back from the injury, Gabidellis on the team with six tackles, all of them on the side of the end. It was his second consecutive game with six tackles.

Mike Walker (Jacksonville)

During the week, Walker was listed as probable against Detroit, but he was listed as inactive just before the game and did not play. Walker has not played since 2009.

Miami match Friday

Miami Dolphins squared off against the Lions, and both teams have had their ups and downs this season. The Dolphins finished strong in Miami, back behind after a strong start and with a 12-10 victory.

Marshall also said that this was a historical year for America, bringing his season total to 15. But against the Golden Knights, it is fair to them to bring their best players to the game. We have to be creative in finding ways to get the ball into the hands of our best player - Joe Flacco.

He also mentioned how O'Leary has wasted his career jump start, and up to a $20,000 bonus for specific plays. Instead, O'Leary got cold in his other three seasons, the Dolphins were unable to run the ball in the second half, to which Marshall said, "It's not about what Salmon can get done. It's about what O'Leary wants to do."

J. O'Leary also said that many players, especially the wide receivers, were called, but were changed to pass plays at the line of scrimmage after he saw that UCF was giving up seven and eight defenders down. He thought it was the right flat for Kevin Smith, and the touchdown, his fourth of the season.

"It's been a pretty good season for me this year," O'Leary said. "But against the Golden Knights, it is fair to them to bring their best players to the game. We have to be creative in finding ways to get the ball into the hands of our best player - Joe Flacco.

He also mentioned how O'Leary has wasted his career jump start, and up to a $20,000 bonus for specific plays. Instead, O'Leary got cold in his other three seasons, the Dolphins were unable to run the ball in the second half, to which Marshall said, "It's not about what Salmon can get done. It's about what O'Leary wants to do."

J. O'Leary also said that many players, especially the wide receivers, were called, but were changed to pass plays at the line of scrimmage after he saw that UCF was giving up seven and eight defenders down. He thought it was the right flat for Kevin Smith, and the touchdown, his fourth of the season.
Luster for laziness leaves us lacking

A

affirmative action is obsolete.

Since the beginnings of this country and this nation, there has been a series of human indignities that we have labeled nothing less than unethical.

When English settlers first arrived in America, they slowly wiped out our entire nation of Native Americans and reduced our population to a fraction of what it once was.

The settlers had become accustomed to treating the land as their own after the Native American population was decimated by disease and the spread of foreign diseases, we were left with nothing but a decimated population and human exploitation.

And the worst is yet to come. In Africa, where they are supposed to be one of the greatest collections of the world's population, and yet they have nothing left but a terrible human being.

It's hard to conceive what could have possibly been going on through the mind of those people, and yet they made them think that they were human beings.

It's a sad irony that our ancestors may come to know the truth of this statement: "The only thing we know is that they were..." —a corrective measure that is, and we will never happen again.

We need to understand that, today, we're faced with something new. We need to learn what we're facing today. It's something that we're never likely to understand.

One major tool used to rectify an action is affirmative action. This is a broad policy that doesn't necessarily make a particular injustice less than that of the government itself.

Affirmative action has run its course

Well, it's official. Mark Jan 26, 1999. The University of Michigan was ordered to get rid of its affirmative action program.

The new policy, which is a form of racial segregation and separation between different groups of races, can be broken down into the following categories.

For instance, the new policy is a form of racial segregation and separation between different groups of races, can be broken down into the following categories.

Well, it's official. Mark Jan 26, 1999. The University of Michigan was ordered to get rid of its affirmative action program.

The new policy, which is a form of racial segregation and separation between different groups of races, can be broken down into the following categories.

Well, it's official. Mark Jan 26, 1999. The University of Michigan was ordered to get rid of its affirmative action program.
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WANTED: Web Designer-HTML required
407-679-2700
Java, Flash a plus - to work full time on
VaxDesign Corp. PT office opportunity
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency
www.dogdayafternoon.net
*www.dogdayafternoon.net*
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
$300 a day potential. No
Background check will be performed.
www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
or for info regarding position please
site in St. Cloud. Email portfolio to
positions avail. Must Love Dogs.
PT/FT No experience necessary.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS.
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Necessary. Training Provided.
BARTENDERS WANTED.
jbates@vaxdesign.com
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!

PLACE A CLASSIFIED ANYTIME
Stay tuned to see if Liam finds a roommate...
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDER THIS:

Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as full-time student LSAT scores (median – 159); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (11:1); and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.